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Abstract—The illegitimate access to biometric templates is
one of the major issues to be handled for authentication systems.
In this work, we propose to use two instances of finger vein
images which inherits the advantages of a robust multi-modal
biometric authentication system without needing different
sensors. Two local texture feature extraction methods are
experimented on standard finger-vein datasets. Fused
discriminating features with reduced dimension lowers down the
system computational cost. A cancelable template protection
scheme as Gaussian Random Projection based Index-of-Max is
then applied for embedding privacy and security to the
templates. Foremost template protection properties like
revocability, non-invertibility and unlinkability are observed to
be significantly obeyed by the proposed system with considerable
authentication performance. Recognition performance of the
proposed methods are compared with some previously executed
finger vein systems and observed to be less complex and
overperforming on the combined basis of authentication and
template protection. Thus, the proposed system utilizes multiple
evidence and provides a balanced performance with respect to
authentication, template protection and computational cost.
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INTRODUCTION

Information Technology and Internet driven life has created
the extreme need for securing the evidence related to personal
identity. Biometrics based authentication systems put up some
problems related to security and privacy of data [1], owing to
which an efficient template protection scheme needs to be
employed. The requirements regarding irreversibility,
revocability, unlinkability and performance preservation
should be satisfied by an effective template protection
technique. To meet these requirements, various techniques
have been investigated as bio-cryptosystems and cancelable
biometrics. Among them, Cancelable biometrics is more
appropriate technique to handle both, the security and privacy
of templates by repeatedly deforming the template features
using some transformation.
The design of transformation function should be extremely
difficult to invert, enabling computational infeasibility to get
the original features back from the transformed template. This
characteristic prevents the privacy attack to get original data
back. Renewability is another property that the designed
transformation function should come up with. This enables
generation of newly transformed template if the previously

enrolled template is compromised. Additionally, templates
created by using different transformations should not match
with each other applying diversity to the template protection
technique. Furthermore, it should be challenging to
differentiate between the templates established by same
biometric information. This prevents cross matching of
biometric data across various applications, obeying the
unlinkability property. More importantly, when all the abovementioned security and privacy preserving characteristics are
considered to design a transformation function, it should not
reduce the authentication level. The proposed framework
applied the Gaussian Random Projection based Index of Max
(GRP-IoM) hashing technique [2] on the real valued finger
vein features to generate cancelable and highly non-invertible
protected templates.
The proposed work is utilizing multiple instances of finger
veins for authenticating people. Finger veins are innate, nonintrusive, and highly resistant to duplication and captured by
small imaging sensor. Additionally, distinct patterns for twins
[3] and liveness detection property are included in finger veins.
Occasionally, finger vein images suffer from illuminations and
blood fluctuations and becomes low contrast and unstable.
Thus, to overcome this low-quality issue to some extent,
combination of multiple instances of finger vein images will be
beneficial minimizing the limitations of unimodal biometrics
viz. non-universality, intra-class deviations, inter-class
resemblance, scope for spoofing, etc. Thus, in this work, we
propose fused-discriminant (FD) feature set extraction from
two instances of finger vein images with two different local
texture-based features. The feature extraction techniques
experimented is Uniform Local Binary Pattern (ULBP) [4] and
Local Hybrid Binary Gradient Contour (LHBGC) [5]. The
texture features from the two finger vein instances are fused as
well as reduced in size by maintaining their correlation within
an individual and enhancing their discrimination between the
individuals. This improves authentication performance and
reduces computational intricacy transformation for template
protection and matching. Thus, the key contributions of the
proposed framework are outlined as follows:
 Generating highly irreversible, un-linkable and
revocable templates by using fused-discriminant feature
set.
 Person authentication is based on two separate identity
proofs rather than single finger vein image to overcome
the issues like low quality with lower computation cost.
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 Two different texture-based features (ULBP and
LHBGC) are experimented in their fused-discriminant
forms for generating protected templates and preserving
authentication performance, significantly.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
some of the previous work carried on, in the field of single and
multi-instance finger vein authentication and a variety of
template protection methods that has been practiced for the
same. Section III provides description regarding the
fundamental methods used in the proposed authentication
system with template protection. Thereafter, in Section IV,
details of implementation process for the proposed multiinstance finger vein-based authentication system and obtained
experimental results for authentication and template protection
are represented and analyzed. Validations of obtained
authentication and time complexity results are shown by
comparing with some earlier reviewed work. To conclude,
Section V covers the overall contribution of the proposed
authentication framework and its further scope.
II. RELATED WORK
Various approaches have been practiced for utilizing finger
veins for authentication purpose. Handling the security issue of
biometric templates with authentication is a great challenge. In
Section II-A, different methodologies implemented for finger
vein-based authentication are discussed. Further, Section II-B
gives overview of various schemes practiced for protecting
finger vein templates.
A. Finger Vein based Systems
There are line-based, point-based and texture-based
features popularly used for vascular pattern finger vein regions.
Line-based finger vein feature extraction is initiated by [3] in
the form of Repeated Line Tracking (RLT) method through a
line tracking algorithm. The author continued his research in
[6] by extracting the center lines of the veins, calculating their
local maximum curvatures. This method is found to be robust
against variations in vein-widths. Later, [7] proposed Wide
Line Detector (WLD) with comparatively faster vein pattern
extraction but at the expense of degradation in authentication
performance. In [8], Enhanced Maximum Curvature (EMC)
method is used for feature extraction which identifies fine
delineations in vein-patterns using Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG) but observed to be slower than WLD.
Alternatively, some point-based feature extraction methods are
also practiced as minutiae points in [9] or multiple key point
sets from SIFT (Scale-invariant Feature Transform) in [10].
Ultimately, point based features also needs vein patterns
involving computational cost for extracting vein pattern. In
[11], special points as cross/end points of veins and
connections between them are matched to reduce the finger
vein matching time. The performance of this scheme is
sensitive to Region of Interest (ROI) and used only good
quality images for evaluation.
In texture-based approach, various classical and innovative
methods for extracting texture information have been
practiced. Most widespread method adept of extracting
recognizable features from such images is Local Binary Pattern
(LBP). This LBP method introduced by [12] is fast in which

texture features are obtained from gray level difference in
neighborhood pixels. These classical LBP features are lengthy
and observed to be very sensitive to image translations and
rotations. To cope with this, there are various LBP variants
proposed previously for finger veins and other biometrics [13].
In [14], t-norm based fusion of LBP feature scores belonging to
two finger vein instances is implemented using hamming
distance. Accurate authentication primarily depends on
discriminability of features. Another variant of LBP as Local
Hybrid Binary Gradient Contour (LHBGC) features [5] are
shown to be more informative on finger veins compared to [13,
14]. This method computes local histograms to compute the
frequencies of sign and magnitude components, locally in the
image. Further, Uniform LBP (ULBP) texture feature
extraction proposed by [4] is very much suitable to finger vein
structure. As the vein will either lie inside or cross the
neighborhood in vein-region, the resulting pattern will not have
many distinguished bitwise transitions. Thus, these ULBP
features which are more compact than LBP, covering majorly
uniform patterns are suitable for finger vein. ULBP features
preserving spatial information are found to have some degree
of invariance to rotation, pose and illumination because of
histogram computation over image partitions. Variety of
feature extraction methods complimenting with different
classifiers have been practiced for finger vein images [15-20].
Some recent finger vein-based authentication implemented
Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
approach especially for identification, if huge data needs to be
worked on. [21] utilized VGG-Net-16, which is composed of
thirteen convolutional fully connected layer model finely tuned
and pre-trained with two finger vein image difference. A deep
learning-based technique is proposed by [22] to work on finger
vein images of varying quality. This network comprised of four
convolutional layers and is experimented on four different
databases. Deep learning methods requires heavy processing
configuration with huge amount of training data. Parameter
tuning is another complex process to be handled in case of AI
applications.
In this work, we offer to use two variants of LBP as
Uniform LBP (ULBP) and Local Hybrid Binary Gradient
Contour (LHBGC), considering their feature discriminability
and suitability for finger veins. Additionally, LBP based
methods are proven to be resistant to uneven shading and
saturation from input imaging devices [23]. The proposed
authentication is using ULBP and LHBGC features for
multiple instances of finger vein, in their Fused-Discriminant
form as FD-ULBP and FD-LHBGC respectively for reducing
their dimensions and enhancing discriminability. These
features are further transformed for template protection and
their authentication performances are analyzed in transformed
domain.
B. Finger Vein Template Protection
Severe security and privacy threats are faced by biometric
templates stored in database, regarding unauthorized access,
original feature breeding from coded template or from cross
matching across applications. Bio-cryptosystems (BCS) and
cancelable biometrics (CB) are the major template protection
schemes employed to secure the templates. As the proposed
framework is implementing CB for the previously mentioned
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advantages, major emphasis is given on CB techniques. CB
schemes are enormously practiced to secure various popular
unibiometric traits as face [24], fingerprint [25] and iris [26].
CB techniques for different combinations of multi-biometric
traits have also been practiced. Fusion of multiple traits at
different levels are investigated in [27] for better performance.
Feature level fusion [28] is advantageous over others,
especially if template protection is needed as single fused
protected template has to be handled. On the contrary,
compatibility issues for features generated out of different
biometric traits is highly challenging. When these fuseddiverse features are transformed to form cancelable templates,
preserving recognition performance is critical. A balanced
solution to this is multi-instance biometrics offering multiple
evidence-based authentications with compatible features and
no extra sensor.
Focusing on CB for securing finger vein images [29]
proposes a combined CB and BCS approach by applying
cancelable bio-hashing method to finger vein image. Biohashing transforms finger vein Gabor features compacted by
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) into binary string. Then
the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme (FCS) and Fuzzy vault is
applied to binary string. In [30], a similar approach of random
projection based cancelable transform is applied on Gabor
features reduced by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
then FCS is operated on the resulted binary feature set. L2Norm is used to classify the transformed templates. [31] again
offers a random projection based cancelable transformation of
vein end and intersection points and classification is done using
Deep Belief Network (DBN). This approach requires password
and a huge dataset for training. In [32], Bloom filter template
security is utilized for fingerprint, signature, and their fused
features. As Bloom filter technique can be applied to fixed
length binary features, some fingerprint-oriented methods like
minutiae cylindrical code employed to finger vein [33] can be
utilized for Bloom-filter based CB. [34] proposed CB for
finger vein image through block-remapping and imagewrapping based transformation before feature extraction in
image domain. Gabor features are used for verification and
renewability evaluation. Block remapping in image domain is
observed to provide better performance than wrapping which is
also dependent on block size. Recently, [35] proposed CB
method using on Index of Max [2] with alignment robust
hashing (ARH). This work has also experimented with blockremapping and image wrapping but in feature domain to
extract binary features. In [35], various binary feature
extraction methods are experimented with three different types
of CB techniques. ARH with Index of Max hashing works fine
for alignment-free situations but inferior to image wrapping in
feature domain with respect to authentication performance.
Also, there is no clear empirical analysis of revocability for
ARH-Index of Max hashing. AI-based methods like
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) are very popular for
identification but needs huge data volume. Also, as CNN is
reversible in nature, the original raw features fed to CNN for
classification can be inverted back. In [36], finger vein biohashed binary features are transformed into non-invertible and
renewable code using Binary Decision Diagram (BDD). This
protected code is fed to the Multi-Layer Extreme Machine

Learning for verification and identification which runs the
system fast. Recently, [37] also implemented bio hashing for
securing finger vein templates made out of deep features using
multi-term loss function showing excellent verification
outcome but have not investigated for template protection
factors like unlinkability or irreversibility.
In this article, we propose to use Gaussian Random
Projection-based Index of Max (GRP-IoM) hashing for nonlinear mapping of real valued fused feature set from instances
of finger vein to generate integer based protected templates.
Authentication performances along with corresponding
computational costs of the proposed framework with two
different texture features are evaluated. Theoretical and
empirical evaluation of non-invertibility, unlinkability and
revocability for the protected finger vein templates is also
provided.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed framework is for person authentication using
cancelable transformation of multiple instances of finger veins.
Particularly, vascular patterns composed of veins within the
human physique are difficult to counterfeit, contactless and
concurrently provides liveness detection. Multi-instance finger
vein-based authentication system makes the overall recognition
performance depend on a greater number of biometric facts.
Cancelable and distorted versions of fused features from
multiple finger veins creates a secure verification system based
on
intrinsic
biometric
trait.
This
ensures
renewability/revocability of our permanent unique features
which are quite un-linkable across various applications.
Various methods involved in this combined approach of
authentication and template protection are explained as
follows:
A. Finger Vein Processing
Finger vein verification involves challenges as finger vein
images suffer from illumination and blood fluctuation factors.
Captured finger vein images with poor contrast and
misalignment may deteriorate authentication performance. So,
for reliable finger vein verification, proper pre-processing and
feature extraction techniques are needed. Details of methods
used in the proposed framework for finger vein pre-processing
and feature extraction are explained below:
1) Finger vein pre-processing: Finger vein pre-processing
involves Region of Interest (ROI) extraction with finger
alignment and image enhancement. ROI is localized by firstly
detecting finger outline by edge detection algorithm and fitting
a center line into the finger. The finger is gradually rotated and
shifted using this center line until it gets aligned in the middle
of the image with horizontal posture. The rectangular ROI is
extracted masking out the background portion. Further,
adaptive histogram equalization technique is used on finger
vein ROI images to improve the vein pattern visualization. The
noise removal is done using Weiner filter. Fig. 1 shows the
overall result images for finger vein pre-processing in a
sequential manner. For further details on preprocessing please
refer to [38].
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codewords. To indicate that uniform patterns are being used,
u2 is added as superscript to the LBP operator to generate
. Selecting the uniform patterns thus reduces the
histogram length to 59 (P*(P-1) +3) bins from 256 (2P) bins
for P=8. Histograms of individual patterns show lower
distinguishability as compared to that of uniform patterns
accounting for the variations in their statistical properties.

Fig. 1. Finger Vein Pre-processing.

2) Finger vein feature extraction: In the proposed
approach, texture features belonging to two finger vein
instances are combined with enhanced discriminability and
compaction and then used for person authentication. Further
these fused feature set is transformed for generating cancelable
protected templates to incorporate template security. Two types
of texture-based features are experimented, namely histograms
of Uniform Local Binary Pattern (ULBP) and Local Hybrid
Binary Gradient Contour (LHBGC). Both features are variants
of original LBP method which is computationally less complex
and extracts fine scale textures [12].
The first method implemented for finger vein texture
feature extraction is histogram of uniform LBP. Original LBP
description of a pixel in its canonical form is simple and
created by comparing the intensity of P neighboring pixels to
the center pixel in some radius r. These P comparisons in
clockwise or anticlockwise direction is interpreted as a binary
vector. Binary 1 is taken if the center pixel intensity is less than
neighboring pixel, otherwise binary 0 is taken. This LBP P,r
feature extraction process replaces each pixel in original image
to a binary pattern except border pixels which do not have all
neighboring pixels. These feature vectors can be transformed
into histogram with 2P bins as each conceivable LBP is
assigned to an individual bin. Various combinations of r and P
are practiced but the most popular combination is P=8 with
r=1. Proposed framework is also using P=8 with r=1 focusing
on histogram dimensionality for computation, memory
consumption and minimal original information loss. Further, it
has been observed that specific binary patterns count for
fundamental texture properties known as “uniform” patterns
[4]. These uniform LBP features are observed to carry gray
scale invariance and rotation invariance, but additional
computations for rotation invariance are not incorporated in the
present work as alignment of finger vein pattern is
implemented in pre-processing. LBP is termed as uniform if it
consists of maximum two 1-0 or 0-1 switching, viewing the bit
pattern in circular way. For example, the pattern 00000110 is
uniform whilst 10100000 is not. It is noticed that uniform
patterns accounted for approximately 90 percent of all patterns.
Hence, least information was lost by handing over all nonuniform patterns to one non-uniform category. If practiced
particularly for P=8, it is seen that just 58 of the 256 possible
8-bit strings are uniform, we can thus encode all 256, 8-bit
local binary patterns using 59 (58 uniform and 1 non-uniform)

Fig. 2 explains the overall process of uniform LBP feature
extraction. Each input pre-processed image instance of finger
vein is firstly split into N number of blocks. In the present
work, each block is of size 8x8 with P=8 and r=1. Histograms
were then computed for each block and the resulting
histograms were then concatenated together to form one
feature vector. Spatial information was implicitly encoded into
this feature vector from the order in which the histograms were
concatenated. Hence, after histograms of uniform LBP feature
calculation the overall combined histogram feature length for
the entire image is of length, 59xN. These texture features for
the two finger vein image instances are calculated and further
processed for feature fusion with dimension reduction and
template protection.
The second method experimented for feature extraction of
finger vein images is Local Hybrid Binary Gradient Contour
(LHBGC) [5], which is also an LBP variant. LHBGC features
are considered for its property of extensive information content
regarding finger vein authentication as compared to various
other texture features. This method computes the local
histograms counting for frequencies of sign and magnitude for
finger vein images, locally. Firstly, the preprocessed image of
finger vein is subjected to sign and magnitude component
extraction followed by local histogram calculation. Fig. 3
shows sign and magnitude computation in 3x3 neighborhood
periphery for an input image. Adjacent pixel intensities are
compared in 3x3 neighborhood periphery and these distances,
bi for i=0, 1…,7 are calculated using Eq. (1) which are further
break down into sign and magnitude components. Hence, sign
([s0, s1, …, s7]) and magnitude ([m0, m1, …, m7]) vectors are
obtained by decomposing distances ([b0, b1, …, b7]) as shown
in Eq. (2). The sign values are equivalent to basic Binary
Gradient Contour codes and this binary code is further
translated to decimal number. The magnitude component value
for each 3x3 region is calculated by adding each of [m0, m1,
…, m7].
(

)

(1)

Fig. 2. Uniform Local Binary Pattern Histogram Feature Extraction Process.
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More details about how DCA works can be found in [39]. The
proposed work contributes by authenticating person based on
deformed version of compact and fused feature set for the twofinger vein instance evidence. The deformation of feature set is
needed for template privacy and security.

Fig. 3. Sign and Magnitude Component Calculation for Local Hybrid Binary
Gradient Contour (LHBGC) Features.

where, [p0, p1, ..., p7] are the adjoining pixels along the
periphery of 3x3 neighborhoods.
{

| |

{

(2)

The sign and magnitude components are distributed equally
into number of cells for local histogram computation. For
every single cell, a local histogram is computed, and the sign
histogram bin is voted in a biased way by each pixel of the
magnitude component in that cell based on the value present in
the sign component. For further details on local histogram
computation, please refer [5]. Various parameters involved in
LHBGC feature extraction process are number of cells i.e.,
number of rows and columns with number of bins. The local
histograms belonging to every cell are formed as vectors which
are all concatenated to produce a combined feature vector for a
finger vein image. This concatenated feature vector is of high
dimension. Thus, further processing on this basic feature set is
proposed for reducing feature dimensionality with enhanced
feature discriminability.
3) Finger vein feature fusion: In the proposed approach,
two texture-based features of finger vein image are
experimented, namely ULBP and LHBGC as explained in the
above section. The present work contributes for the effective
person authentication using two instances of finger vein by
fusing them into compact and informative feature set. Both
ULBP and LHBGC histogram features are extracted from right
index (RI) and right middle (RM) finger vein instances and
fused using Discriminant Correlation Analysis (DCA) to form
their fused-discriminant versions as FD-ULBP and FDLHBGC. DCA reduces fused feature set dimensionality
considerably (number of subjects present in training set),
implemented by summing up the individual finger vein
discriminant feature vectors. DCA is an effective tool for
fusing features in pattern recognition. It is computationally
efficient and applicable in real-time situations [39]. DCA
obtains data from multiple feature sets and incorporates the
class structure into canonical correlation analysis via
transformations, thus taking into account the differences in the
different classes while at the same time maximizing the
pairwise correlations among the features in the two feature sets.

B. Finger Vein Template Protection and Matching
Finger vein features are protected by creating their hashed
codes using randomly generated projection matrices. These
codes are observed as highly irreversible and revocable in
nature. The overall process is known as Gaussian Random
Projection-based Index of Max (GRP-IoM) and is proposed by
[2] for uni-biometric fingerprint system. This hashing
technique is implemented for multiple instances of finger vein
images in the proposed system.
The fused feature set of multi-instance finger veins as x є
Rd is projected onto a d-dimensional random Gaussian vectors
as k є Rd. The overall hashing process is operated as follows:
1) Generate q number of d-dimensional Gaussian random
vectors as k1, k2,…, kq and form a projection matrix, Wi = [w1,
w2,…., wq].
2) Project input fused feature vector, x onto Wi and record
index of maximum value from Φi(x)=arg maxi=1,2,…,q (Wi, x) as
t.
3) Repeat steps 1 and 2, n number of times to obtain
hashed feature set as t = (t1, t2,……, tn).
The IoM hashing basically obey the ranking based locality
sensitive hashing that attempts to confirm that any two highly
similar feature vectors result to greater probability of collision.
On the other side, the dissimilar vectors result in smaller
probability of collision. Assuming the collision probability of
two hashed codes as enrolled template, te={tje|j=1,…,n} and query
template, tq=(tjq|j=1,…,n} is represented as CP[tje,tjq] = ss(te,tq)
for j=1,2…,n. Thus, the higher value of ss(te,tq) signifies high
probability of collision. Computationally, ss(te,tq) is observed
as the number of zeroes (collisions) counted in subtracting te
and tq, element-wise for n number of iterations which is
considered as a template match score. In case of compromised
template, IoM hashed code will be renewed by generating new
random Gaussian matrices.
C. Multi-instance Finger Vein based Secured Authentication
The entire application of the proposed framework for multiinstance finger vein based biometric verification system with
template protection is categorized into two major parts as
enrollment and authentication. As shown in Fig. 4, enrolling an
individual in the system involves finger vein pre-processing,
feature extraction, feature fusion from multiple instances and
creation of cancelable protected templates for secured
authentication. Fig. 1 depicts pre-processing which involves
alignment of individual finger vein images, ROI selection and
image enhancement. Fig. 4 describes the overall enrolment and
authentication process of right index and right middle finger
vein images with feature extraction, feature fusion and
cancelable protected templates.
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Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Proposed Multi-instance Finger Vein-based
Authentication.

In the proposed work, two localized texture-based feature
extraction methods are experimented on finger vein images to
extract features namely, method-I, Local Hybrid Binary
Gradient Contour (LHBGC) and method II, Uniform Local
Binary Pattern (ULBP). Both, LHBGC and ULBP feature
extraction techniques are explained in section III-A.2. Features
extracted from multiple instances, particularly from right index
(RI) and right middle (RM) finger vein images are then fused
to create a combined feature set using Discriminant correlation
analysis (DCA) [39]. DCA feature fusion is practiced with
summation technique which also involves feature dimension
reduction to significant extent. Thus, the fused-discriminant
feature set for RI and RM finger vein instances as FD-LHBGC
and FD-ULBP are ready for cancelable transformation meant
for template protection.
Fused finger vein feature set is then converted to hashed
code using Gaussian Random Projection based Index of
Maximum (GRP-IoM) hashing technique [2]. This generic
hashing scheme is highly irreversible and un-linkable
cancelable transform. The irreversibility and un-linkability of
the proposed template protection method on fused multiinstance finger vein feature set is shown in experimentation
section. Finally, the cancelable protected templates are stored
in database with their corresponding projection matrices
(keys).
Authentication of a person also requires pre-processing,
feature extraction and hashed code transforms to be generated
in the same manner as that during enrolment. Classification of
an identity is carried on using collision classifier as explained
in Section III-B. Authentication and template protection
evaluations for the proposed framework are demonstrated and
analyzed in the experimentation section.

A. Database
Two openly available standard databases are used for
evaluating the overall results of the proposed multi-instance
finger vein-based verification system as SDUMLA-HMT and
UTFVP. The SDUMLA-HMT (Shandong University Machine
Learning and Applications) biometric database [40] consists of
finger vein images for 106 individuals in addition to samples of
additional biometric traits such as the face and iris. There are
vein images of six fingers (three on each hand) and since
vascular patterns differ on every finger of every hand, there are
effectively 106 x 6 = 636 possible classes to identify.
Furthermore, six images per class were captured resulting in a
total of 3816 images. Each image is 320 x 240 pixels in
dimension and stored in the uncompressed, bitmap file format.
The UTFVP finger vascular pattern database [41] was
produced by University of Twente, Nederland. It consists of
1440 images from 60 persons with 4 images per instance of 6
different fingers. The resolution of each image is 672 x 380
pixels stored in 8-bit gray scale PNG format.
B. Experimentation
We ensured that the data used to train the feature fusion
process was never used to test it so that a true indication of its
predictive accuracy could be obtained. For SDUMLA-HMT
database, a total of 1272 images were used in carrying out the
experiments. Individually for 106 subjects, four samples are
used for training with DCA which executes feature fusion and
dimension reduction and two samples for authentication
testing. Combination of right middle (RM) and right index (RI)
finger veins is considered for experimentation as it is the most
popular and convenient choice for multi-instance system.
Experimentation is carried on with total of 212 (106 x 2)
genuine scores and 44520 ((212-2) x 212) imposter scores for
SDUMLA-HMT database. Similarly, in case of UTFVP
database, total 480 finger vein images are used for
experimentation. Training involved two samples per class and
testing is done on other two samples for multiple instances.
Experimentation is done on UTFVP with total of 120 (60x2)
genuine and 14160 (120 x (120-2)) imposter scores. All the
experiments are implemented using MATLAB 2019a on a
system i5-CPU with 2.5 GHz and 4 GB memory.
1) Verification performance evaluation: The verification
performance of the proposed multi-instance finger vein
authentication system is evaluated in terms of percentage equal
error rate (EER). Fig. 5 shows Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curves for the proposed verification
systems, which also indicates the corresponding EER i.e., the
error at where false acceptance rate (FAR) is equal to genuine
acceptance rate (GAR). FAR, FRR (false rejection rate) and
GAR are represented by following Eqs. (3-5).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments have been conducted on the real multiinstance biometric datasets to evaluate the performance of the
proposed multi-instance finger vein-based authentication
methodology with respect to verification performance and
template protection.

(3)
(4)
(5)
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Fig. 5. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves for Proposed
Verification with (a) LHBGC and (b) ULBP Feature Extraction.

These ROC curves in Fig. 5 demonstrate that verification
performance of the proposed multi-instance (RM+RI) finger
vein system is much better with FD-ULBP features as
compared to that of FD-LHBGC features. The proposed
verification results in the form of EER with practiced feature
extraction methods are depicted in Table I with the
corresponding feature lengths for two different databases.
Since the feature deformation method used for template
protection is based on random projections, the EER is
computed by considering the average of repeated twenty
different randomly generated key-projections.
TABLE I.

VERIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Method

Feature
Extraction
Method

I

FD-LHBGCa

II

FD-ULBP
a

b

Verification Performance (%EER)
(95% confidence level)
Database

SDUMLA-HMT

UTFVP

4.2 ± 0.19

1.54 ± 0.11

0.53 ± 0.161

0.00074± 00119

Fused Discriminant-Local Histogram Binary Gradient Contour and b Uniform Local Binary Pattern.

Thus, it is observed that FD-ULBP features are providing
better and exceptional verification as compared to that of FDLHBGC features regardless of change in database. Also, the
proposed system is providing considerable verification with
incredibly low feature length. This reduces the working plane
complexity as well as memory requirement for template
storage.
2) Template protection evaluation: In this section, privacy
and security of templates are evaluated and analyzed for the
proposed multi-instance finger vein authentication system.
Privacy analysis implies to the practical possibility for a
template protection technique to tolerate any attack for
regaining the intrinsic feature information. Whereas, to achieve
considerable attack complexity against the unlawful access to
the template protection system through counterfeit features is
termed as template security. Particularly for Renewable
biometrics, privacy analysis covers non-invertibility of

templates and Attacks via Record Multiplicity (ARM) whereas
brute force attack analysis and ARM are included in security
analysis. These individual investigations are described as
follows:
a) Privacy analysis: Privacy analysis covers the
assessment of non-invertibility/irreversibility and ARM for
templates. Non-invertibility is the measure of computational
toughness in retrieving the original feature set from the hashed
coded stream with and/or without GRP-IoM method based
random key matrices. Even if the number of random Gaussian
vectors (q) for all the number of iterations (n) are known to the
adversary, there is no clue available to recover the original real
valued feature vector (x) from illegitimately obtained hashed
coded templates. This is possible because there is no direct link
between the projection matrices (token) and the original feature
vector due to Index of Max (IoM) property of hashed code. In
this case, to break the template privacy the adversary needs to
predict the fused real valued features. Considering the worst
scenario, let us assume that the maximum and minimum values
of original features are known to the adversary for analyzing
the guessing complexity. Considering an actual feature
example with the minimum and maximum values for a fused
feature set obtained for FD-ULBP features tested on
SDUMLA-HMT finger vein instances as −0.3361 and 0.3622,
respectively. Suppose the adversary tries to guess from
−0.3361, −0.3360, −0.3359 and so on, until the maximum
0.3622. In this case, the total of 6983 options for predicting in
the range of four decimal digit precision as in our execution,
four decimal digits exactness is fixed. As guessing possibility
of a single feature element is coming as 6983 (≈213) attempts.
Hence, the entire feature vector comprising of 105 elements
needs around 213x105=21365 trials. The guessing possibilities for
the single and entire feature vector element for the proposed
two feature types are shown in Table II. This guessing process
is observed to be computationally infeasible. Moreover, the so
called guessed feature set is not the original or raw finger vein
features but the fused version of two finger vein instances
which further adds on to the feature confidentiality.
TABLE II.

GUESSING POSSIBILITY FOR SINGLE FUSED FEATURE AND
COMPLETE FUSED FEATURE SET

Maximum
value

Possibilities
for single
feature
component

Total
possibilities
for
complete
feature set

-0.3361

0.3622

6983 ≈ 213

213x105 = 21365

UTFVP
(FD-ULBP)

-0.5243

0.5603

10846 > 213

213x59 = 2767

SDUMLAHMT
(FD-LHBGC)

-0.0178

0.0239

417 ≈ 29

29x105 = 2945

UTFVP
(FD-LHBGC)

-0.105

0.0198

303 > 28

28x59 = 2472

Database
(Feature
Extraction)

Minimum
value

SDUMLAHMT
(FD-ULBP)
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ARM (Attacks via record multiplicity) is a kind of intrusion
to template privacy which tries to reconstruct the original
biometric data using numerous forfeited templates with or
without parameters and information that linked to the
algorithm. Specifically, ARM in IoM hashing is
computationally tough for deducing the mathematical value as
the saved templates are altered into rank space which are not
correlated to the finger vein feature space. Thus, the ARM
attack intricacy is the same as the non-invertibility attack
possibility presented, formerly.
b) Security analysis: Security of biometric templates is
in danger when threats like brute force attack or masquerade
attack or pre-image attack. For GRP based template protection
scheme, with m=150, q=70, guess intricacy for each entry is
greater than 26 (70), as indices of hash code takes values
between 1 and 70. Therefore, guess complexity for best
performance obtained as for 150 (SDUMLA-HMT) and 300
(UTFVP) entries are greater than 2900 and 21800 respectively.
This is again computationally infeasible.
c) Unlinkability analysis: The unlinkability of the
implemented multi-instance template protection scheme is
validated by involving the pseudo-genuine scores. The pseudogenuine scores are generated by matching different fused
multi-instance finger vein hash codes of the same individual
created by utilizing distinct key projection matrices. The
pseudo-imposter scores are computed by matching hashed code
templates of different individual created by using different key
projection matrices, as explained in section IV-B.3.c With this
perspective, the overlapping extent of pseudo-genuine and
pseudo-imposter distributions indicates the indistinctive ability
of the template generation from same or different users. The
un-linkability level contributed by the implemented multiinstance finger vein-based authentication framework is
indicated by the difficulty in discriminating these hash coded
templates.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 demonstrate the distribution of pseudogenuine and pseudo-imposter scores for both the proposed
features as FD-ULBP and FD-LHBGC, experimented on
SDUMLA-HMT and UTFVP databases. The pseudo-genuine
and pseudo-imposter score plots are observed to be mainly
overlapped for both the features. These results show that the
IoM codes highly meet un-linkability property for the proposed
multi-instance finger vein authentication.

Fig. 6. Un-linkability Analysis using Fused Discriminant Uniform Local
Binary Pattern (FD-ULBP) Features on (a) SDUMLA-HMT and (b) UTFVP
database.

Fig. 7. Unlinkability Analysis using Fused Discriminant Local Hybrid
Binary Gradient Contour (FD-LHBGC) Features on (a) SDUMLA-HMT and
(b) UTFVP Database.

d) Revocability analysis: Revocability or cancelability or
renewability is determined by performing the experiments
explained in [2]. This generates 105 × (2 × 106) = 22260 and
59 x (2 x 60) = 7080 pseudo-imposter scores for SDUMLA
and UTFVP datasets, respectively. The distributions for
genuine, imposter and pseudo-imposter scores are exhibited in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for both the FD-ULBP and FD-LHBGC
features, respectively. It is noticed from Fig. 8 that the imposter
and pseudo-imposter distributions for FD-ULBP features are
largely overlapped. Fig. 9 implies that the pseudo imposter and
imposter scores are not overlapping with each other for FDLHBGC features, but the pseudo imposter distribution is still
distinctive with genuine score distribution preserving
differentiation between the two. This entails that even though
the hashed codes belonging to the same source finger vein set
are freshly created or renewed through newly generated
random projection matrices, they are very much distinctive.

Fig. 8. Revocability Analysis using Fused Discriminant Uniform Local
Binary Pattern (FD-ULBP) Features on (a) SDUMLA-HMT and (b) UTFVP
Datasets.

Fig. 9. Revocability Analysis using Fused Discriminant Local Hybrid
Binary Gradient Contour (FD-LHBGC) Features on (a) SDUMLA-HMT and
(b) UTFVP Datasets.
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verification utilizing two finger vein instances contributing to a
greater number of evidence as identity proofs.

3) Validations: Obtained results from the proposed
authentication system are validated by comparing with that of
other existing finger vein-based authentication systems.
Validation is shown on comparisons to some of the similar
existing finger vein systems based on their verification
performance. Table III includes similar existing verification
systems implemented with variety of feature extraction and
classification methods. These systems contain methods
utilizing single as well as multiple instances of finger veins.
Performance comparison is shown on the viewpoints of
authentication performance, number of evidence/instances used
for authentication and template protection.

The verification performance combining with template
protection property from Table III indicates that the proposed-I
framework i.e., with Fused-Discriminant Uniform Local
Binary Pattern (FD-ULBP) features performs better than
Fused-Discriminant Local Histogram Binary Gradient Contour
(FD-LHBGC) features as an overall authentication system with
protected templates. Finger vein feature extraction and
matching time contributes to the computation cost of the
overall authentication system.
Moreover, if the system includes template protection and/or
utilizing more than one instance of finger vein that again adds
on the computational burden. Table IV shows the comparison
of feature extraction and matching time of the proposed system
with some of the similar popular methods practiced for finger
vein authentication tested on a varied quality finger vein
dataset, SDUMLA-HMT.

It has been observed from Table III that the proposed
verification framework outperforms the shown similar work on
the combined scale of verification performance and template
protection. As some of the verification systems like [5] and [8]
shows better verification but at the cost of unprotected
templates. Moreover, the proposed system implemented the
TABLE III.

Related work

COMPARISON OF THE VERIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM WITH SIMILAR EXISTING VERIFICATION SYSTEMS

Feature extraction method

Template protection
method

Classifier

Verification
performance
(% Accuracy)
SDUMLAHMT

UTFVP

No. of
instances
used

Template
protection

Ton et al. [15]

Maximum Curvature

Correlation

---

0.4

1

No

Kauba et al.
[17]

Different feature level fusion

Correlation

---

0.19

1

No

Yang et al.
[18]

Anatomy Structure Analysis
based Vein Extraction
(ASAVE)

Elastic matching

---

1.39

1

No

Yang et al.
[14]

Local Binary Pattern (LBP), tnorm based score fusion

Hamming distance

---

1.58

2

No

Ong et al. [5]

Local Histogram Binary
Gradient Contour (LHBGC)

Support Vector
Machine

---

0.034

2

No

Syarif et al.
[8]

Enhanced Maximum
Curvature, Histogram of
Oriented Gradients

Support Vector
Machine

---

0.14

1

No

Yang et al.
[30]

Gabor Filter, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA)

L2-Norm

Random proj.
transform, fuzzy
commitment scheme

3

1

Yes

Principal Curvature

Cosine similarity

Wrapping in feature
domain

0.71

1

Yes

Repeated Line Tracking

Collision Probability

Align. Robust Hash,
Index of Max hash.

3.89

1

Yes

Kirchgasser et
al. [35]

Gabor Filter, Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

Multi-Layer Extreme
Learning Machine

Biohashing, Binary
Decision Diagram

7.04

1

Yes

Proposed-I

FD-ULBP

Collision Probability

GRP-IoM

0.53 ± 0.161

0.00074 ±
0.00119

2

Yes

Proposed-II

FD-LHBGC

Collision Probability

GRP-IoM

4.2 ± 0.19

1.54 ±
0.11

2

Yes

Yang et al.
[36]
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TABLE IV.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION TIME (SECONDS) OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM WITH SOME STATE-OF-THE-ART FINGER VEIN-BASED
AUTHENTICATION SYSTEMS TESTED ON SDUMLA-HMT DATASET

Related work

Feature extraction method

Classifier

Template
protection
method

Miura et al. [3]

Repeated Line Tracking

Miura match

Miura et al. [6]

Maximum Curvature

Miura match

Huang et al. [7]

Wide Line Detector

Computation time

No. of
instances
used

Template
protection

20.21

1

No

1.67

1

No

0.97

1.53

1

No

0.72

0.07

0.79

1

No

---

0.59

0.07

0.66

1

No

Support Vector
Machine

---

0.4496

0.0047

0.4543

2

No

Minutiae

GA, k-modified
Hausdorff dist.

---

---

---

0.7528

2

No

Proposed-I

FD-ULBP

Collision
Probability

GRP-IoM

0.4609

6 x 10-4

0.4615

2

Yes

Proposed-II

FD-LHBGC

Collision
Probability

GRP-IoM

0.4545

0.4551

2

Yes

Feature
extraction
time

Matching
time

Total
Computation time

---

19.24

0.97

---

0.7

0.97

Miura match

---

0.56

Maximum Curvature,
Histogram of Oriented
Gradient

Support Vector
Machine

---

Enhanced Maximum
Curvature, Histogram of
Oriented Gradient

Support Vector
Machine

Ong et al. [5]

Local Histogram Binary
Gradient Contour

Ong et al. [9]

Syarif et al. [8]

It is observed from Table IV that both the proposed multiinstance finger vein authentications are outperforming with
respect to some single or multi-instance state-of-the-art finger
vein-based systems on the scale of computation time. In [5],
LHBGC feature extraction time is calculated with the same
parameter values (number of rows and columns) as that of the
LHBGC based proposed-II system for fair comparison. Feature
extraction time for the proposed methods involve preprocessing time, feature extraction time, fusion time, and
template protection-based code generation time for two
instances of finger vein images. Despite inclusion of template
protection scheme, the proposed systems are showing
significantly low values for feature extraction or template
generation time. Moreover, matching time for the coded
template is substantially less because of simple collision
computations involved. Hence, the computational complexity
of both the proposed protected systems is comparatively low
with respect to the shown non-protected template-based finger
vein systems.
Thus, the proposed methods of multi-instance finger vein
systems provide considerable authentication accuracy with
lower computation cost. The proposed frameworks also
facilitate renewable templates in case of compromise with high
irreversibility and unlinkability to produce template protection
enabled authentication.

4

template matching, balanced with considerably outperforming
authentication accuracy. Cancelable biometric template
generation method as Gaussian Random Projection based
Index-of-Max (GRP-IoM) is incorporated for template
protection. The proposed Fused Discriminant-Uniform Local
Binary Pattern (FD-ULBP) and Fused Discriminant-Local
Hybrid Binary Gradient Contour (FD-LHBGC) feature based
finger vein systems are observed to outperform some existing
systems on the scale of verification performance. The proposed
frameworks are experimented on two standard databases as
SDUMLA-HMT and UTFVP. Moreover, FD-ULBP features
are found to provide more significant results than FD-LHBGC
for authentication and template protection.
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